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Local Evaluation for
Mark Twain Steamer Success Academy
Bettendorf Community School District
2019-2020
Overview
To assist grantees with meeting the local evaluation requirements, the Iowa DOE provides a
standardized form for local evaluations of the 21st CCLC Programs. Each grantee is required to complete
the local evaluation form with data from the previous school year. Each grantee must submit ONE
evaluation that encompasses all centers funded by the grantee. Cohorts 9-13 are to be included for
reporting data for the previous school year. Reported data will be from the Summer, Fall, and Spring .
The table below lists the eight required sections of the local evaluation. Each section includes a checklist
of required items to include.
The completed form should be saved with the filename <Grantee Name 21st CCLC Local Evaluation
Form 2019-2020>. The form must be completed and submitted in Word format.
(Note: Instructions and clarifications are shown in RED.)
Required Section
1. General Information

Complete?
X

2. Introduction/Executive Summary

X

3. Demographic Data

X

4. GPRA Measures

X

5. Local Objectives

X

6. Anecdotal Data

X

7. Sustainability Plans

X

8. Summary and Recommendations

X
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1. General Information
General Information Required Elements
Basic Information Table
Center Information Table

Item
Date Form Submitted
Grantee Name

Complete?
X
X

Basic Information Table
Information

Program Director Name
Program Director E-mail
Program Director Phone
Evaluator Name
Evaluator E-mail
Evaluator Phone
Additional Information from Grantee (optional)

Bettendorf Community School District
Mark Twain Steamer Success Academy
Rhonda Nelson
rhondanelson@bettendorf.k12.ia.us
(563) 359-8263
Dr. Charles Manges
mangescharles@sau.edu
(318) 773-5407

Center Information Table
Cohort
Centers
(If not in a cohort, leave that cohort info blank)
(Enter Names of Centers, separated by commas)
Cohort 10
Mark Twain Elementary School (North and
South)
Cohort 11
Cohort 12
Cohort 13
Cohort 14
Additional Information from Grantee (optional)
Note: If you are in Cohort 15, you will report your data next year (We always report the previous
year’s data in the local evaluations).
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2. Introduction/Executive Summary
Introduction/Executive Summary Required Elements Complete?
Program Implementation
● Needs Assessment Process
X
●

Key People Involved

X

●

Development of Objectives

X

Program Description
● Program days and hours

X
X

●

List of activities

X

●

Location of centers

X

●

Attendance requirements

X

●

Governance (board, director, etc.)

X

Program Highlights

X

Type or copy and paste Introduction/Executive Summary here.

The Bettendorf Community School District submits its 21st Century Community Learning
Centers 2019-2020 Program Report to the Iowa Department of Education. The Steamer Success
Academy has completed its fifth year, and it was a success.
The 2019-2020 grant period began with a challenge during the summer of 2019, as a new threesection building was under construction on the Mark Twain site, and the old Mark Twain
building was demolished. Additionally, the Bettendorf CSD decided to close the only onesection building in the district, Thomas Jefferson Elementary, and assigned the former Jefferson
students to Mark Twain.
Due to construction, the Steamer Success Academy summer school for 2019 was moved to Neil
Armstrong Elementary School, with students from both the former Jefferson and Mark Twain
attendance centers attending. During the fall semester of the 2019-2020 school year, students in
grades PreK, K, and 1 attended school in the former Thomas Jefferson building (Mark Twain
South), and students in grades 2-5 were relocated to a former community college building (Mark
Twain North). Ms. Rhonda Nelson, Program Director, collaborated with the principal, faculty,
students, parents, and grant partners to successfully implement the program at both locations.
Success was immediately recognized, as 76 students were able to participate in the Steamer
Success Academy before and after school program, 57 students were able to participate in the
summer program, with 57 students from the previous Thomas Jefferson elementary, who had
never before been involved in such a program also invited to participate. All students and staff
transitioned to the beautiful, newly-constructed, three-section Mark Twain Elementary building
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on January 6, 2020. For two months, the entire Mark Twain community enjoyed the advantages
of a new three section facility. Then came COVID-19.
The impact of COVID -19 on school attendance and therefore, the opportunity for at-risk
students to participate was dramatic. All schools in Iowa were closed, and before and after
school program activities were suspended for the rest of the school year. The narrative which
follows describes the key components of the program and highlights the program’s areas of
success, detailing how Mark Twain Elementary School, Bettendorf Community School District,
successfully met its 2019-2020, fifth year, Steamer Success Academy goals.
Dr. Charles Manges served as Program Evaluator. He partnered with the Mark Twain
Elementary School Steamer Success Academy team to complete the 2019-2020 Program
Evaluation.
Program Implementation
The Program Director involved parents, students, teachers, partners, and the advisory committee
to provide needs assessment feedback to make program decisions that improved the services
provided by the Steamer Success Academy. The needs assessment feedback assisted the
program director in making adjustments in the before, after, and summer school programs that
led to improved student academic performance and social-emotional learning. The program
director worked with partners of the SSA program to provide engaging learning activities for the
program participants. Further, the program director maintained two-way communication with
parents and guardians about their children’s progress and participation in the program. The
feedback acquired through the needs assessment feedback was utilized to help the program meet
and surpass the GPRA measures and the program goals and objectives.
The key people involved in the program were:
● Rhonda Nelson, Grant Director
● Caroline Olson, Mark Twain Elementary Principal
● Sarah Price, Mark Twain Instructional Coach
● Ryan King, Mark Twain Instructional Coach
● Eugenia LeBeau, Advisory Board
● Nick Martinez, Director YMCA
● Jim Bennett, Police Liaison Officer
In addition, the community partners and local volunteers provided invaluable support. Brietta
Collier, district Finance Director, provided fiscal oversight, and Dr. Charles Manges, program
evaluator, provided technical assistance.
Recognizing that there is a relationship between poverty and educational performance, the
Steamer Success Academy was established to provide;
1. a safe, consistent, structured, supportive, and stimulating environment after school,
2. academic assistance in reading, math, and science,
3. educational enrichment activities that families are otherwise unable to provide,
4. assistance with family literacy so parents can help their children succeed and,
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5. activities to enable academic achievement such as social skills, healthy snacks, and
exercise.
The Steamer Success Academy’s objectives were developed to meet student learning and socialemotional needs and include: increased student academic growth; increased communication and
collaboration with parents through Family Literacy events, goal setting, and the advisory
committee, and increased student attachment to school and community and improved behavior,
motivation, and their ability to get along well with others. Although the COVID-19 Pandemic
resulted in closure of the school and suspension of before and after school activities, the SSA
program successfully met its local objectives.
The program director and staff members have appreciated this grant opportunity designed to
address the academic learning, social interaction, and physical needs of Mark Twain elementary
students.
Program Description
The Steamer Success Academy was in session five days per week with Rhonda Nelson directing
and monitoring implementation of the comprehensive program. Before and after school
programming was offered every school day, following the Bettendorf Community School
District’s calendar. The before school program hours were 7:00 to 8:15 a.m., and the after school
program hours were 3:20 to 5:30 p.m. each school day. Each Wednesday, the district had an
early release day, the program began afternoon operation at 2:30 instead of 3:20 p.m. While the
requirement is 60 hours per month, the Steamer Success Academy exceeded this number of
hours and was in operation for 68 hours and 20 minutes per month. The program offered
summer school for 30 days from 8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. during June, July, and August. A
partnership with the City of Bettendorf Parks and Recreation Department provided recreational
programming for students from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. each of these days.
Participants in the Steamer Success Academy were offered many activities during the before,
after, and summer school sessions. Those included; academic tutoring by certified Iowa
teachers, based on individual student needs and modeled after the Mark Twain Multi-Tiered
System of Supports; social/emotional skills programming that develops increased connections to
school and others and emphasizes cultural awareness and acceptance; and physical activity
programming that promotes healthy lifestyles and collaboration with peers.
The Steamer Success Academy is located at Mark Twain Elementary School in the Bettendorf
Community School District. Due to the circumstances surrounding the construction of a new
three-section building, the 2019 summer school was held at Neil Armstrong Elementary, and the
before and after school programming during the fall of 2019 was held at both Mark Twain North
(a former community college building) and Mark Twain South (the former Thomas Jefferson
Elementary School.) Regardless of which center a student attended in the fall of 2019, the
program was accessible to participants. This is an important and noteworthy accomplishment and
a clear indicator that the program met parent/student attendance needs, as research suggests a
strong relationship between participation and learning. In January of 2020, with the grand
opening of the new Mark Twain Elementary School building, all programming was held at the
new building, and all participants and students were reunited.
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Attendance requirements were communicated and adhered to during the 2019-2020
summer school and for before and after school programming. Best practice in before and after
school programming has shown that students with regular attendance experience better social
emotional and academic outcomes. When SSA hosted their spring 2019 parent event, “Planting
New Roots,” the attendance policies were clearly outlined. Additionally, the Steamer Success
Academy Parent Handbook and registration form included a section devoted to these
expectations. Students were expected to participate in the program each day. An 80% attendance
percentage should be maintained throughout the year. The program was not designed to be
utilized on an as needed basis. The Program Director notified parents directly if there were
attendance concerns or issues.
Due to the unusual circumstances with two locations, a K-1 site and a 2-5 site, it was incredibly
important to both adhere to guidelines while also being cognizant of the short-term hardship and
challenges faced by families. SSA families did a wonderful job navigating the change and
transition.
Governance (board, director, etc.)
● Rhonda Nelson, Grant Director
● Caroline Olson, Mark Twain Elementary Principal
● Sarah Price, Mark Twain Instructional Coach
● Ryan King, Mark Twain Instructional Coach
● Eugenia LeBeau, Advisory Board
● Nick Martinez, Director YMCA
● Advisory Committee Members
Program Highlights
The Steamer Success Academy provided before and after school learning supports as
well as a summer school program to extend student learning time. The program utilized the
following strategies to close participating students’ learning gaps:
1. Provide students with integrated academic supports before, during, and after school as
well as during the summer school program;
2. Connect the school with families through communication efforts; and
3. Expand student learning opportunities that are otherwise not available.
The Steamer Success Academy had 76 school year (total of fall 2019 and spring 2020) and 43
summer (2019) regular school student participants.

This unique programming year included numerous opportunities for leadership and service
projects relating to the school consolidation. Because the program included students new to Mark
Twain, a concerted effort was made to forge new connections and ties to the established Steamer
culture while also respecting and incorporating parts of Thomas Jefferson’s. Students were able
to help both with packing, unpacking, organizing, and creating new spaces at the school. This
provided a sense of community, ownership, and respect for the new school. SSA students also
helped with outdoor clean-up days averaging once per month.
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A key purpose of the Steamer Success Academy program is to address the identified learning
gaps in reading and mathematics through a systemic approach that meets the learning needs of a
disadvantaged and/or poverty student population. The Steamer Success Academy accomplished
these goals through before and after school learning supports as well as a summer school
program that extended student learning time.
2019-2020 Findings
Goal 1: Increase students’ academic achievement.
The success for Objective 1 was measured using FAST Assessment and the Iowa
Assessment reading and math proficiency rates. Since the Iowa Assessment data are available for
only grades 3, 4 and 5, the number of regular program attendees likely to have two years of data
for this tabulation will be few.
English
● The 2019-2020 FAST data indicate that sixty-seven percent (51/76) of all regular attendees
improved in reading during the final year of the Success Academy grant.
● The 2019-2020 FAST data further indicate that twenty-two students began the program nonproficient in Reading and that thirty-two percent, five students moved to proficient or better.
Math
● The 2019-20 FAST data indicate that eighty-eight percent (67/76) of all regular attendees
improved in mathematics.
The Steamer Success Academy successfully met the increased student reading and mathematics
achievement target. Given all of the factors which impacted the success of the program, this is
excellent and should be recognized and applauded.
Teacher Survey
The teachers also observed positive academic student behavior outcomes such as turning
in homework, completing homework satisfactorily, participating in class, volunteering, and
attending class regularly. These results are positive and contribute to student academic success.
These behaviors are referenced further in the Local Objectives Data Table on page 25. The
teacher survey results related to these behaviors are found in Appendix A.
Goal 2: Increase student, parent, and school staff communication to improve student success.
The Steamer Success Academy participated in projects that expanded student learning
opportunities while encouraging students’ connection to the school community creating a
student, parent and school staff communication loop that supported improved student success,
delivering a before and after school program during the 2019-2020 school year and a 30 day
summer 2019 school program. For the 2019-20 grant offering, four family events were held:
Unpack Your Backpack
On August 21, 2019, all Mark Twain parents and students were invited to attend an “Unpack
Your Backpack”night at both Mark Twain North and South locations. Steamer Success
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Academy staff assisted with building tours and oriented participants to the new procedures for
programming at each of the locations. Approximately 300 families attended this event.
District Family Math Night
Steamer Success Academy students, siblings, and parents participated in the District Family
Math Night on October 1, 2019, which was held at Grant Wood Elementary School. The
Steamer Success Academy director and youth mentors and the Mark Twain principal assisted
with the programming by conducting math games, reading math stories, and helping with mathrelated crafts during the evening. At least 37 Mark Twain individuals were present at this event.
Hop Into the New Year
A joyous atmosphere was obvious at the first official event at the new Mark Twain Elementary
building on January 10, 2020, when the Steamer Success Academy partnered with the Mark
Twain PTA to host a “Hop Into the New Year” party. All students and families were invited to
attend, and there were many activities that promoted collegialism, literacy, creativity, the arts,
and family time. Some of the events included a dance in the gym, a book fair, the creation of
Mark Twain souvenir buttons, board games, and tours of the building. SSA staff provided
supervision for the event, assisted students with crafts, helped serve refreshments, and danced
with the students. Almost 200 students, family members, and friends were in attendance.
Literacy Packages and Supply Pick-up
First Book Marketplace was a new partner for 2019-2020. After the school closure, SSA used
grant funds to purchase a large quantity of books for SSA students. First Book’s Book Bank is
established through donations from publishers. The only thing required is that SSA pay for
shipping costs. Additionally, First Book Marketplace offers high interest titles at a greatly
reduced rate. Through both of these avenues, SSA purchased 10 books and journals for each
student. Fresh pencils and paper for home learning was also provided. Recognizing that not all
families have these items at home, SSA followed research which has shown that access to print
is important for reading success. SSA staff participated in the distribution of these literacy
packages and also helped with the school supply pick-up. This allowed families and students to
reconnect and check-in with staff.
In addition, the program director had informal communication with all stakeholders,
collaborating with classroom teachers, parents, and grant partners using Newsletters, Participant
Information Nights, Literacy Nights, and Family Feedback Sessions. This continues the trend of
improvement in constituent participation.
Goal 3: Increase student attachment to education, their peers, adults, and the community.
The Steamer Success Academy successfully met the goal of increasing student
attachment/engagement to education, their peers, adults, and the community.
All 76 school year students participated in the following service learning projects: Reading
Buddies; Food Drive; Student Tutoring; and Playground Clean, Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle
projects. The program director reported that student focus group feedback included the following
words to describe the program, “fun, educational, kind, happiness, funny, exciting, awesome,
helpful, cool, and happy.” Moreover, all 76 students attended 90 or more days during the school
year.
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Teachers reported that 54% (41/76) of the student participants needed to improve in the areas of
completing homework satisfactorily and class participation with 90.5% (38/41) demonstrating
improvement. In the area of student behavior, teachers reported that 50% (38/76) of the students
needed to improve with 78.9% (30/38) of the students demonstrating improvement.
The evaluation team believes that the grant director and key program individuals were successful
with:
● Implementation of highly effective reading/language arts and mathematics instruction
within every classroom.
● Integrated tutoring and academic supports aligned with the MTSS approach providing
individualized learning opportunities, and
● A systematic data gathering, tabulation, and analyses system resulting in improved
program decision-making and expanded student success.
Again, the program should be commended for the modifications made during the 2019-2020
grant year.
The program director and evaluation team present the Cohort 10, fifth year local evaluation
report. The program director and evaluation team want to express special appreciation to
Education Resource Management Solutions for the report template. It was helpful in formulating
the report and providing a useful framework for others to review the program.
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3. Demographic Data
Demographic Data Required Elements
2019-2020 School Year Attendance Tables
● 2019-2020 School Year Attendance Summary Table

Complete?
X

●

2019-2020 School Year Attendance Ethnicity Table

X

●

2019-2020 School Year Attendance Special Needs Table

X

Summer of 2019 Attendance Tables
● Summer of 2019 Attendance Summary Table

X

●

Summer of 2019 Attendance Ethnicity Table

X

●

Summer of 2019 Attendance Special Needs Table

X

Attendance Discussion
Partnerships
● Partnerships Table
●

X
X

Partnerships Discussion

X

Parent Involvement Information and Discussion

X

2019-2020 School Year Attendance. Enter data in the appropriate fields in the tables below. Data will
be from the Fall of 2019 and the Spring of 2019. There are separate tables for the Summer of 2019.
Leave blank any cohorts that do not apply.
21st CCLC Program 2019-2020 School Year Attendance Summary Table
Cohort
Attendees
Total Attendance
Male
Female
Leave Blank if NA
Enter #
Enter #
Enter #
Cohort 10

All
76
Regular*
76
Cohort 11
All
Regular*
Cohort 12
All
Regular*
Cohort 13
All
Regular*
Cohort 14
All
Regular*
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

Cohort

36
36

21st CCLC Program 2019-2020 School Year Attendance Ethnicity Table
Attendees White
Hispanic/
American Black/
Asian/
Latino
Indian/
African
Pacific
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Alaska
Native
Enter #

American

Islander

Enter #

Enter #

All
56
7
Regular*
56
7
Cohort 11
All
Regular*
Cohort 12
All
Regular*
Cohort 13
All
Regular*
Cohort 14
All
Regular*
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

7
7

Leave Blank if NA

Enter #

Enter #

Cohort 10

Enter #
6
6

21st CCLC Program 2019-2020 School Year Attendance Special Needs Table
Cohort
Attendees
LEP
Free and Reduced Special Needs
Price Lunch (FRPL)
Leave Blank if NA
Enter #
Enter #
Enter #
Cohort 10

All
0
Regular*
0
Cohort 11
All
Regular*
Cohort 12
All
Regular*
Cohort 13
All
Regular*
Cohort 14
All
Regular*
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

26
26
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Summer of 2019 Attendance. Enter data in the appropriate fields in the tables below. Data will be
from the Summer of 2019 ONLY. Leave blank any cohorts that do not apply.
21st CCLC Program Summer 2019 Attendance Summary Table
Cohort
Attendees
Total Attendance
Male
Female
Leave Blank if NA
Enter #
Enter #
Enter #
Cohort 10

All
43
Regular*
10
Cohort 11
All
Regular*
Cohort 12
All
Regular*
Cohort 13
All
Regular*
Cohort 14
All
Regular*
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

22
5

21
5

21st CCL Program Summer 2019 Attendance Ethnicity Table
Attendees White
Hispanic/ American Black/
Asian/
Latino
Indian/
African
Pacific
Alaska
American Islander
Native

Cohort

Leave Blank if NA
Cohort

Enter #

Enter #

Enter #

Enter #

Enter #

Unknown
Race

Enter #

All
32
6
Regular*
7
2
All
Cohort 11
Regular*
All
Cohort 12
Regular*
All
Cohort 13
Regular*
Cohort 14
All
Regular*
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

5
1

Cohort 10

21st CCLC Program Summer 2019 Attendance Special Needs Table
Attendees
LEP
Free and Reduced Special Needs
Price Lunch (FRPL)
Leave Blank if NA
Enter #
Enter #
Enter #
Cohort

Cohort 10

All

0
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Regular*
0
All
Regular*
Cohort 12
All
Regular*
Cohort 13
All
Regular*
Cohort 14
All
Regular*
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

4

Cohort 11

Attendance Discussion Required Elements
General discussion on attendance including
● Percentage of 21st CCLC attendance compared to total population.

Complete?

●

Percentage of attendees who are FRPL.

X

●

Efforts to increase and keep attendance high.

X

●

Recruitment efforts.

X

●

Discussion on how contact hours requirement is being met. 60 hours per month (3
hours per day x 5 days a week) during weeks when school is in session (not
counting Christmas or Spring Break)
Explain WHY attendance met or did not meet grant goals.

X

●

X

Attendance Discussion
Percentage of 21st CCLC attendance compared to total population.
The attendance rate for the Academy was reported as 94.17%, and all 76 registered students
participated at least 90 days in the program. This is compared to an attendance rate of 94.57%
for Mark Twain elementary students. Analysis of the quarterly attendance rates indicates a
strong commitment to the Academy activities.
● Q1 Attendance (July-Sept) 94.48%
● Q2 Attendance (October-December) 91.64%
● Q3 Attendance (January-Spring Break/March) 96.4%
● Q4 (no programming-COVID)
It is clear the students enjoyed Academy activities, and this conclusion is supported based on
both attendance rates and academic achievement.
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Percentage of attendees who are FRPL
Recognizing that there is a relationship between poverty and educational performance, the
Steamer Success Academy seeking to serve at-risk students, was established to provide;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a safe, consistent, structured, supportive, and stimulating environment after school,
academic assistance in reading, math, and science,
educational enrichment activities that families are otherwise unable to provide,
assistance with family literacy so parents can help their children succeed and,
activities to enable academic achievement such as social skills, healthy snacks, and
exercise.

Seventy-six regular students participated in the Steamer Success Academy with 26 of those
students (34%) qualifying as FRPL.
Efforts to increase and keep attendance high
Attendance and academic challenges which faced BCSD students are magnified by above
average levels of poverty, unemployment, and single parent households. The 21st Century
Learning Centers funding allowed BCSD to develop a before and after school program designed
to offer academic assistance that for many students is not available to them at home; offer caring
consistent relationships; and provide enrichment activities that introduce students to new
interests, hobbies and careers. These efforts provided experiences not normally available to
participants and academic assistance to help address math and reading proficiency, academic
enrichment, programming through community partners to increase access to resources, and
literacy activities targeting the students’ entire families all serve to increase attendance and keep
high the attendance rates of participants. Over the course of the programming year, the Program
Director maintained communication with families regarding attendance. When needed, phone
calls or emails were extended to families to encourage consistent attendance.
Recruitment efforts
The Steamer Success Academy has maintained a positive reputation among parents and students.
Because of this, a large number of children have consistently been members from year to year
throughout their schooling at Mark Twain. During the 2019-2020 school year, 40 school year
participants were returning members. Due to the consolidation of two buildings, it was vital to
reach the additional students that did not qualify for attendance prior. Rhonda Nelson, the
Program Director, and Caroline Olson, the Mark Twain Principal, made it a priority to host
combined family events at the end of the 2018-2019 school year. Information was provided to all
families from both buildings. Care was taken to discuss students considered at-risk with the
principal of Thomas Jefferson Elementary. Additional targeted invitations were sent to families
identified by teachers and the two principals.
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Discussion on how contact hours requirement was met.
The Steamer Success Academy surpassed the minimum requirement of 60 hours per month (3
hours per day x 5 days a week) during weeks when school is in session (not counting Christmas
or Spring Break).
The following calendar has the breakdown of student contact hours. Final day - March 12 due to
COVID 19 closure.
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Explain WHY attendance met or did not meet grant goals.
Students participating in the SSA program during the school year are normally offered more than
90 days of before and after school learning activities. The attendance rate for the Academy was
reported as 94.17%, and all 76 registered students participated at least 90 days in the program.
Analysis of the quarterly attendance rates indicates a strong commitment to the Academy
activities.
●
●
●
●

Q1 Attendance (July-Sept) 94.48%
Q2 Attendance (October-December) 91.64%
Q3 Attendance (January-Spring Break/March) 96.4%
Q4 (no programming-COVID)

Clearly, attendance goals were met, as the students enjoyed Academy activities resulting in
increased attendance rates and academic achievement.
Partnerships Table. Enter data in the appropriate fields in the table below. Add rows as needed. Inkind value must be reported as a monetary value (i.e. $1,200). Contribution type must be one of the
following eight items. The number of each item may be used in the table (i.e. 4 in place of Provide
Food). If a partner has more than one contribution type, enter all of them in the Contribution Type cell.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Provide Evaluation Services
Raise Funds
Provide Programming / Activity-Related Services
Provide Food
Provide Goods
Provide Volunteer Staffing
Provide Paid Staffing
Other

Name of Partner
(Enter name of
Partner)

Americorps
Augustana College
Bettendorf Community
School District
Bettendorf Fire
Department

21st CCLC Program 2019-2020 Partnerships Table
Type*: Full/
Contribution
Staff Provided
Partial/
Type
(Describe if
Vendor
(From list
applicable)
(descriptions above)
below)

Full
Full
Full

3
8
4, 7

1 Tutor
1
5

Full

3

5

In-kind
Value
(Monetary
Value if
unpaid
partner)

Number of
Centers
Served
(Input the
number of
centers
this
partner
served)
$2000 1
$1000 1
$2000 1
$300 1
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Bettendorf High School
National Honor Society
Bettendorf Middle
School
Bettendorf Parks and
Recreation
Department
Bettendorf Police
Department
Bettendorf Public
Library
Born Learning
Chung Kim’s Black Belt
Academy
Cinemark
City of Bettendorf
Dr. Charles Manges
EICC-Scott Community
College
First Book Marketplace
Hy-Vee
Mark Twain PTA
Mississippi Bend AEA
Niabi Zoo
Putnam Museum
Quad City Botanical
Center
Scholastic Books
St. Ambrose University
YMCA-Camp Abe
Lincoln
3M (and other private
donors)
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Full

6

5

$1000 1

Full

6

3

$1000 1

Partial

3

5

$750 1

Full

3

2

$500 1

Full

3

2

$500 1

Full
Full

3
3

2
1

$150 1
$200 1

Partial
Full
Full
Full

3
3
1
8

1
1
1
1

$200
$100
$3000
$1000

1
1
1
1

Partial
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

3, 5
3
4, 6
3
3
3
3

0
2
5
3
1
2
2

$750
$200
$1000
$1500
$150
$200
$200

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Partial
Full
Full

5
8
3

1
1
1

$250 1
$1000 1
$250 1

Full

5

4

$2000 1

*Full – partner works with local program at no cost to the program
Partial – partner works with local program by providing discounted costs/rates
Vendor – services only provided with a cost to the program
Partnerships Discussion. Make sure to discuss what partners do, length of the partnership and how
critical the partnership is to the success of the program.
Partnerships Discussion Required Elements
General discussion on Partnerships including
● Summary of partnerships table.

Complete?
X
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●

Total unpaid and paid partners. (all partner types)

X

●

Efforts to recruit partners.

X

●

Highlights of partnerships.

X

●

How partnerships help programs serve students.

X

Currently, 26 community partners contribute time, resources, and monetary assistance to the
Steamer Success Academy. The involvement of the diverse representation of partners is one of
the program’s greatest successes, with several having collaborated with BCSD since the
inception of the program. Prospective community partners are continually considered and
recruited, via word of mouth and connections to community leaders and programs as well as
through suggestions from the advisory committee. Further, when the program and advisory
committee identified an unmet need for programming, additional community partners who could
address the need were recruited. As potential partners are identified, the program director
initiates contacts with them and invites them to support the academy and participate in
stakeholders’ advisory committee meetings. The program director has also met with the
Bettendorf CSD Foundation Board of Directors to discuss sustainability options.
A notable highlight of the involvement of community partners was that students in the Steamer
Success Academy have collectively developed an intense interest in the STEAM fields of study,
due to the field trips and outreach activities provided by the YMCA, Niabi Zoo, Quad City
Botanical Center, and Putnam Museum. Another highlight was the relationship building
between our students and trusted adults and mentors that has resulted from partnering with the
National Honor Society and the Bettendorf Middle School, the Fire Department and Police
Department, and the Americorps organization.
Community partners provided an extensive range of support, including educational activities for
both children and families, opportunities for physical activity, nutritious meals and healthy
snacks, guest speakers, and field trips. The partners help the program serve students by
strengthening the quality of experiences and expanding the resources available to our students.
Students are afforded valuable and engaging hands-on learning experiences that enhance their
learning and expand their experiences within the community.

Parent Involvement Information and Discussion.
Parent Involvement Information and Discussion Required Elements
Number and description of parent meetings and/or events.
Number of parents at each meeting and/or event.
Description of communication with parents (flyers, letters, phone
calls, personal contact, etc.)
Efforts to increase parental involvement.

Complete?
X
X
X
X
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The program director had informal communication with all stakeholders, collaborating with
classroom teachers, parents, and grant partners using Newsletters, Participant Information
Nights, Literacy Nights, and Family Feedback Sessions. Continuous communication efforts
encouraged parent participation in the various events that were hosted. SSA staff members
extended personal invitations to parents as they dropped off and picked up their children. This
continues the trend of improvement in constituent participation. There were four parent
meetings/events during the 2019-2020 programming year.
Unpack Your Backpack
On August 21, 2019, all Mark Twain parents and students were invited to attend an “Unpack
Your Backpack”night at both Mark Twain North and South locations. Steamer Success
Academy staff assisted with building tours and oriented participants to the new procedures for
programming at each of the locations. Approximately 300 families attended this event.
District Family Math Night
Steamer Success Academy students, siblings, and parents participated in the District Family
Math Night on October 1, 2019, which was held at Grant Wood Elementary School. The
Steamer Success Academy director and youth mentors and the Mark Twain principal assisted
with the programming by conducting math games, reading math stories, and helping with mathrelated crafts during the evening. At least 37 Mark Twain individuals were present at this event.
Hop Into the New Year
A joyous atmosphere was obvious at the first official event at the new Mark Twain Elementary
building on January 10, 2020, when the Steamer Success Academy partnered with the Mark
Twain PTA to host a “Hop Into the New Year” party. All students and families were invited to
attend, and there were many activities that promoted collegialism, literacy, creativity, the arts,
and family time. Some of the events included a dance in the gym, a book fair, the creation of
Mark Twain souvenir buttons, board games, and tours of the building. SSA staff provided
supervision for the event, assisted students with crafts, helped serve refreshments, and danced
with the students. Almost 200 students, family members, and friends were in attendance.
Literacy Packages and Supply Pick-up
First Book Marketplace was a new partner for 2019-2020. After the school closure, grant funds
were used to purchase a large quantity of books for SSA students. First Book’s Book Bank is
established through donations from publishers. The only thing required was that SSA pay for
shipping costs. Additionally, they offered high interest titles at a greatly reduced rate. Through
both of these avenues, SSA purchased 10 books and journals for each student. Also added were
fresh pencils and paper for home learning. Recognizing that not all families have these items at
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home, SSA followed research which has shown that access to print is important for reading
success.
SSA staff participated in the distribution of these literacy packages and also helped with the
school supply pick-up. This allowed the families of all 76 registered students to reconnect and
check-in with staff.

GPRA Measures
For 2019-2020, the US DOE has indicated that 21st CCLC Programs should measure 14 performance
indicators that follow the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA). Please note the GPRA data
intends to measure student improvement based on how many regular attendees needed improvement.
If you do not have this number, then enter the total number of Regular Attendees for each grade level
instead. Also note that reading scores can be used for GPRA Measures 4-6 – Improvement in English.
This is the same data reported online to the APR Data System.

GPRA Measures Required Elements
GPRA Measures Data Table
● Name of Assessment Tools Used for Each Measure.
●

Data Entered for all Applicable Measures.

Complete?
X
X

GPRA Measures Discussion

X

GPRA Measures Data Table.
GPRA Measures

Number of
Regular
Student
Attendees
Needing
Improvement

Number of
Students
Who
Improved

Percentage
of Students
Who
Improved

76

67

88%

76

67

88%

GPRA Measures 1-3 – Improvement in Mathematics
Assessment Tool Used: FAST Assessment
1. The number of elementary 21st Century regular
program participants who improved in mathematics
from fall to spring.
2. The number of middle/high school 21st Century
regular program participants who improved in
mathematics from fall to spring.
3. The number of all 21st Century regular program
participants who improved in mathematics from fall to
spring.
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GPRA Measures 4-6 – Improvement in English
Assessment Tool Used: FAST Assessment
4. The number of elementary 21st Century regular
program participants who improved in English from fall
to spring.
5. The number of middle/high school 21st Century
regular program participants who improved in English
from fall to spring.
6. The number of all 21st Century regular program
participants who improved in English from fall to
spring.
GPRA Measures 7-8 – Improvement in Proficiency
Assessment Tool Used: FAST Assessment
7. The number of elementary 21st Century regular
program participants who improve from not proficient
to proficient or above in reading.
8. The number of middle/high school 21st Century
regular program participants who improve from not
proficient to proficient or above in mathematics.
GPRA Measures 9-11 – Homework and Class
Participation
Assessment Tool Used: Teacher Survey
9. The number of elementary 21st Century regular
program participants with teacher-reported
improvement in homework completion and class
participation.
10. The number of middle/high school 21st Century
regular program participants with teacher-reported
improvement in homework completion and class
participation.
11. The number of all 21st Century regular program
participants with teacher-reported improvement in
homework completion and class participation.
GPRA Measures 12-14 – Student Behavior
Assessment Tool Used: Teacher Survey
12. The number of elementary 21st Century regular
program participants with teacher-reported
improvements in student behavior.
13. The number of middle/high school 21st Century
regular program participants with teacher-reported
improvements in student behavior.

76

51

67%

76

51

67%

22

7

32%

41

35

90.5%

41

35

90.5%

38

30

78.9%
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38

30

78.9%

GPRA Measures Discussion.
GPRA Measures Discussion Required Elements
Complete?
Total or Regular Attendance Used?
X
Discussion of high performing and low performing areas.
X
Description of data collecting instrument.
X
Discussion of difficulties on any GPRA Measure.
X
Assessment of 21st CCLC Program based solely on GPRA Measures.
X

Total or Regular Attendance Used
All of the 76 Steamers Success Academy students were in attendance 90 or more days. Thus, we
are focusing on attendance of identified regular students.
Discussion of high performing and low performing areas
A key purpose of the Steamer Success Academy program is to address the identified learning
gaps in reading and mathematics through a systemic approach that meets the learning needs of a
disadvantaged and/or poverty student population. The Steamer Success Academy accomplished
these goals through before and after school learning supports as well as a summer school
program that extended student learning time.
2019-2020 Findings
Goal 1: Increase students’ academic achievement.
The success for Objective 1 is measured using FAST Assessment and the Iowa
Assessment reading and math proficiency rates. Since the Iowa Assessment data are available for
only grades 3, 4 and 5, the number of regular program attendees likely to have two years of data
for this tabulation will be few.The Steamer Success Academy successfully met the increased
student reading and mathematics achievement target.
English
● The 2019-2020 FAST data indicate that 67% percent (51/76) of all regular attendees
improved in reading during the final year of the Success Academy grant.
● The 2019-2020 FAST data further indicate that twenty-two students began the program nonproficient in reading and that 32% percent (5/22) of the students moved to proficient or
better.

Math
● The 2019-20 FAST data indicate that eighty-eight percent (67/76) of all regular attendees
improved in mathematics.
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Given all of the factors which impacted the success of the program, this is excellent and should
be recognized and applauded.
Description of data collecting instrument
FAST Assessment was used to measure academic performance in English, reading, and math.
The Teacher Survey described later on this page and in Appendix A was also used to measure
additional GPRA measures.
Discussion of difficulties on any GPRA Measure
The effectiveness of positive learning behaviors identified in Objective A were measured by
surveying teachers as stakeholders and gathering their feedback regarding program impact.
Teachers were asked to rate each regular program attendee in their classroom determining
whether the student needed improvement and whether the student improved. The identification
of students needing to improve and whether they improved is qualitative (teacher perceptions),
converted to quantitative data.
Teacher Survey
The effectiveness of positive learning behaviors identified in Objective A were measured by
surveying teachers as stakeholders and gathering their feedback regarding program impact. The
program director provided survey directions and training in order to ensure rater reliability with
the teachers asked to rate each regular program attendee in their classroom determining whether
the student needed improvement and whether the student improved.
The observation survey (Appendix A) includes two observable positive behaviors regarding
student program participants within their classroom;
•
completing homework and class participation
•
behaving well in class
And, two choices related to those behaviors.
The student;
•
needed to improve
•
did not need to improve
The survey indicated that;
•
Forty-one students (53.9%) needed improvement completing homework and class
participation and that 38 students (90.5%) did in fact improve
•
Thirty-eight students (50%) needed improvement in behaving well in class and that 30
students (78.9%) improved.
Assessment of 21st CCLC Program based solely on GPRA Measures
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It has been exciting to explore the development of a highly effective program that expands the
learning opportunities for so many elementary school children. An analysis of the GPRA
Measures indicates that all areas showed positive growth. For example, over 90% of the Steamer
Success Academy students who needed to improve in homework and class participation
demonstrated growth in that area. While 32% of students needing to improve FAST scores did
so, an area of additional focus for the program could be the implementation of additional literacy
opportunities focused on fluency practice.
4. Local Objectives
ON JULY 1, 2017, GPRA MEASURES BECAME THE OFFICIAL OBJECTIVES. Additional local objectives
should be added to help your local organizations better serve your community. However, these local
objectives will be considered as additional information since the GPRA Measures will always serve as the
official objectives. Data will be from the Summer and Fall of 2019 and the Spring of 2019.
Local Objectives Required Elements
Local Objectives Data Tables
● Rating of each Objective as listed below.

Complete?
X

●

Full Methodology used for measurement.

X

●

Justification for Rating

X

Local Objectives Discussion

X

Local Objectives Data Tables.
For each cohort table, enter the appropriate data. If a Grantee did not participate in a cohort, that
cohort table will be left blank. Rows may be added as needed. If desired, all cohorts may be combined
into one table (especially helpful if all objectives are the same). If this is done, in the objectives
discussion section, note that the table combines more than one cohort. Objectives will be rated as one
of four ways:
●
●

●

●

Met the stated objective. Must provide methodology on how the objective was measured and
justification for meeting the objective.
Did not meet but made progress toward the stated objective. Must provide methodology on
how the objective was measured and what criteria was used to determine that progress was
made.
Did not meet and no progress was made toward the stated objective. Must provide
methodology on how the objective was measured and what criteria was used to determine that
no progress was made.
Unable to measure the stated objective. All objectives should be measured unless extraordinary
circumstances prevent doing so. If an objective cannot be measured, complete details on these
circumstances must be provided in the Methodology/Justification column.
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Cohort 10 Table

Cohort 10
Objectives

Objective Rating

Methodology/Justification for
Rating
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Methodology: Student reading and
math standardized assessment results
were gathered and analyzed to
measure increased achievement. FAST
assessments for English, reading, and
math were used as a quantitative
standardized measure. Student
achievement increase was based on
average per pupil gains.
Justification: The 2019-2020 Steamer
Success Academy program attendees
realized a positive average per pupil
achievement increase:
English and Reading
· The 2019-2020 FAST Assessment
data indicate that 67% percent (51/76)
of all regular attendees improved in
reading during the Success Academy
grant year.
· The 2019-2020 FAST assessment
data further indicate that twenty-two
students began the program nonproficient in reading and that 32%
percent (5/22) of the students moved
to proficient or better.
Math
· The 2019-20 FAST Assessment data
indicate that eighty-eight percent
(67/76) of all regular attendees
improved in mathematics.
Given all of the factors which
impacted the success of the program,
these results are excellent and should
be recognized and applauded.
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Met

Methodology: The Steamer Success
Academy participated in projects
that expanded student learning
opportunities while encouraging
students’ connection to the school
community creating a student,
parent, and school staff
communication loop that supported
improved student success.
Justification: For the 2019-20 grant
offering, four family events were
held. A brief discussion of those
events follows with expanded
discussion found on page 20:
Unpack Your Backpack
On August 21, 2019, all Mark Twain
parents and students were invited to
attend an “Unpack Your
Backpack”night at both Mark Twain
North and South locations.
Approximately 300 families attended
this event.
District Family Math Night:
Steamer Success Academy students,
siblings, and parents participated in
the District Family Math Night on
October 1, 2019, which was held at
Grant Wood Elementary School. At
least 37 Mark Twain individuals
were present at this event.
Hop Into the New Year:
A joyous atmosphere was obvious at
the first official event at the new
Mark Twain Elementary building on
January 10, 2020, when the Steamer
Success Academy partnered with the
Mark Twain PTA to host a “Hop
Into the New Year” party. Almost
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200 students, family members, and
friends were in attendance.
Literacy Packages and Supply Pickup:
First Book Marketplace was a new
partner for 2019-2020. After the
school closure, grant funds were
used to purchase a large quantity of
books for SSA students. Through
both of these avenues, SSA
purchased 10 books and journals for
each student.
Supply Pick-up:
SSA staff participated in the
distribution of these literacy
packages and also helped with the
school supply pick-up. This allowed
families and students to reconnect
and check-in with staff.
In addition, the program director had
informal communication with all
stakeholders, collaborating with
classroom teachers, parents, and
grant partners using Newsletters,
Participant Information Nights,
Literacy Nights, and Family
Feedback Sessions. This continues
the trend of improvement in
constituent participation.
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Methodology: The program director
informally surveyed participating
students, gathering feedback
regarding their enjoyment. This is a
subjective and qualitative approach
to create a working relationship
between the program director and
participating students, also designed
to gather specific student feedback.
Justification: All 76 school year
students participated in the following
service learning projects: Reading
Buddies; Food Drive; Student
Tutoring; and Playground Clean,
Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle
projects. The program director
reported that student focus group
feedback included the following
words to describe the program, “fun,
educational, kind, happiness, funny,
exciting, awesome, helpful, cool, and
happy.” Moreover, 76 students
(100%) attended 90 or more days
during the school year.

Cohort 11 Table
Cohort 11 Objectives

Objective Rating

Methodology/Justification for
Rating

Cohort 12 Table
Cohort 12 Objectives

Objective Rating

Methodology/Justification for
Rating
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Cohort 13 Table
Cohort 13 Objectives

Objective Rating

Methodology/Justification for
Rating

Cohort 14 Table
Cohort 14 Objectives

Objective Rating

Methodology/Justification for
Rating

Local Objectives Discussion.
Local Objectives Discussion Required Elements
● Statistical Analysis as Applicable.

Complete?
X

●

Improvement over more than one year as observed.

X

●

Applicable graphs, tables, and/or charts.

X

●

Details on methodology and ratings as needed.

X

●

Clarification for objectives not met.

X

●

Clarification for objectives not measured.

X

Local Objectives discussion

The local evaluator and the Steamer Success Academy program leader collaborated to provide a
discussion of the local objectives. Because of the COVID 19 pandemic and the resulting
cancellation of classes statewide in March of 2020, the Iowa Statewide Assessment of Student
Progress was not administered to students in the Bettendorf Community School District in the
spring. The program used the FastBridge® standardized screening assessment (FAST) Fall to
Winter test administration for reporting program results in the abbreviated school year.
Similarly, due to the shortened school year, the teacher survey results represent observations
during the first three quarters of the 2019-2020 school year.
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The analysis of academic achievement uses the standardized, norm-referenced FAST assessment
that is used statewide to conduct Universal Screening and Progress Monitoring that measures
student academic improvement in reading and mathematics. The FAST assessment,
FastBridge®, is administered three times during the school year, identifies students’ strengths
and areas of need, and helps teachers determine what their students know and what they still
need to learn. Further, the FAST assessment provides a method of progress monitoring to
measure academic growth as academic interventions are presented to students. The analysis of
student behavior uses qualitative teacher survey feedback as well as the collection of informal
observations and feedback from students and parents.Data from the previous year’s FAST
assessment are used to identify improvement from the prior year’s administration.
Goal 1: Increase students’ academic achievement
English and Reading: The 2019-2020 FAST assessment data indicate that 67% (51/76) of all regular
attendees improved in reading during the Steamer Success Academy grant year. The 2019-2020
FAST assessment data further indicate that twenty-two students began the program non-proficient in
reading and that 22% (5/22) of the students moved to proficient or better.
Math: The 2019-2020 FAST assessment data indicate that 88% (67/76) of all regular attendees
improved in mathematics. Given all of the factors which impacted the success of the program, these
results are excellent and should be recognized and applauded.
A comparison of 2019-2020 FAST data to the previous year’s (2018-2019) data reveals that the
Steamer Success Academy programming produces consistent results from year to year. Data from
the 2018-19 FAST assessment indicate that 22 students began the program non-proficient in
English. By the completion of the program, 6 additional students (27% or 6/22) became
proficient in English. The 2018-19 FAST data indicate that 20 students began the program nonproficient in math. After completion of the program, 8 additional elementary students (40% or
(8/20) became proficient in math.
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Goal 2: Increase student, parent, and school staff communication to improve student
success.
The Steamer Success Academy participated in projects that expanded student learning
opportunities while encouraging students’ connection to the school community. This was
accomplished by creating a student, parent, and school staff communication loop that supported
improved student success. During the 2019-2020 school year, the program sponsored four family
events focused on Literacy, Math, and Social Skills. These included Unpack Your Backpack,
Family Math Night, Hope into the New Year, and Supply Pick-up. In addition, the program
director had formal and informal communication with all stakeholders. She collaborated and
communicated with classroom teachers, parents, and grant partners using Newsletters,
Participant Information Nights, Literacy Nights, and Family Feedback Sessions in addition to inperson conversations, phone calls, and emails. This continues the trend of improvement in
constituent participation.

Goal 3: Increase student attachment to education, their peers, adults, and the community.
The program director informally surveyed participating students, gathering feedback regarding
their enjoyment. This is a subjective and qualitative approach to create a working relationship
between the program director and participating students, also designed to gather specific student
feedback. All 76 school year students participated in the following service learning projects:
Reading Buddies; Food Drive; Student Tutoring; and Playground Clean, Reduce, Reuse, and
Recycle projects. The program director reported that student focus group feedback included the
following words to describe the program, “fun, educational, kind, happiness, funny, exciting,
awesome, helpful, cool, and happy.” Moreover, 76 students (100%) attended 90 or more days
during the school year.
5. Anecdotal Data
Anecdotal Data Required Elements
Complete?
Success Stories
X
Best Practices
X
Pictures
X
Student, teacher, parent, and stakeholder input.
X
Anecdotal Data (Interviews, Observations, Comments)
Fourth and Fifth Grade Google Doodle Project (Scholarship/Community): Each year, Google hosts a
scholastic competition challenging students to create a “Google Doodle.” The theme of 2019’s contest
was “I Show Kindness By…” Fourth and fifth grade SSA students researched, designed, and created a
submission for the scholarship contest. A sample of their creations are included below. Along with the
artwork, they additionally explained their concept in writing. This project spanned a period of three
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weeks from beginning research to completed submissions..

Google Doodle Scholarship Projects
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Success Stories

Google Doodle Scholarship Projects
Success Stories Required Elements

Complete?
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Key People Involved
Quotes from participants, teachers, parents, etc.
Include objectives showing large increases.
Student success story
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X
X
X
X

The email below was sent by a student that was involved in the program for three years prior to
graduating as a 5th grader from Mark Twain and moving to middle school. He was a student that
experienced some unique family experiences. SSA Youth Mentors and his classroom teachers
met on multiple occasions to create a plan to best support him. While his time was not always
without struggle, we were so pleased to receive a message from him indicating that his time with
our staff and program was positive. It was also reassuring that he mentioned so many other
friends from the program as well.

“As both a classroom teacher and program director, I witnessed firsthand the improved home and
school connection bolstered by the before and after school enrichment opportunities afforded by
the Steamer Success Academy. The youth mentor staff was reliable, professional, and served as
wonderful role models. Communication between teachers, mentors, and families was frequent
and positive.” -Rhonda Nelson
“Students who participate in the SSA program benefit in so many ways. They become connected
and contributing members of our school community, and they grow academically, behaviorally,
and socially. The program supports parents as well, providing excellent opportunities for parents
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to become involved in their children’s education. The results are positive, and our students are
flourishing.”-Caroline Olson, Principal
The graph below illustrates the large increase in the program objective of homework completion
and class participation that resulted for Steamer Success Academy students. Over 90% of
students improved in this area.

Best Practices Required Elements
Complete?
Description of the practice/activity.
X
Methodology of measuring success of best practice.
X
Information on why practice/activity was implemented.
X
Impact of practice/activity on attendance.
X
Impact of practice/activity on student achievement.
X

Best Practices
The Steamer Academy designs its program to assist target students academically in a number of
ways. Some of the deployed strategies can be directly tied to student performance. Others are
ancillary in nature, but provide the mortar between the academic strategy bricks that make
learning possible and more enjoyable. These approaches include:
●
●
●
●
●

Reading instruction provided by certified teachers and Americorps tutor,
Hands on manipulatives,
ST Math,
Guest speakers,
Field trips,
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● Small groups with mentors.
Students who need academic assistance participate in at least 1 1⁄2-2 hours per week of
additional teacher instruction in the area(s) of need (reading/math). Best practice informs us that
additional learning time with a qualified instructor is instrumental in helping students improve
their performance, particularly students who are non-proficient. Academic performance and
determination of success are measured by FAST and when available, the ISASP. As stated
earlier in this report, appreciable numbers of students are becoming proficient and/or improving
their performance in English and Math.
Students are given the opportunity to complete their homework each day. Not always, but often,
students having difficulty keeping up with their peers academically do not complete their
homework. This adds to the learning deficit between them and their classmates. Having time
during Academy sessions to have assistance available to complete and understand their
homework is believed to be a contributing factor to the gains as measured by FAST as reported
in this evaluation.
Program staff monitor each student’s math progress to ensure weekly goal percentages are met in
ST Math. Students who have not met their goals are given additional math time to increase their
percentages. It is important for students to receive timely feedback on their performance to allow
them time to make corrections and eliminate the possibility that they will be employing practices
that are not helpful or incorrect. Not having to wait for a unit test or larger high-stakes tests
allows corrections to be made in a timely fashion as needed. Teacher feedback indicates this
practice has been helpful especially to students in the target population.
The Steamer Academy provides a safe and secure environment that is essential for students to
approach their school work confidently. Participants develop confidence in the stable and
predictable environment of the program, absent of outside threats and negative influences. The
staff provides a nurturing environment in which students can flourish. Toward that end, the
Steamer Academy;
● follows safe drop off/pick-up procedures, implements a sign in/sign out procedure, as
well as daily attendance (name to face) practices to ensure all children are safe and
accounted for, and that only approved persons pick up each day.
● youth mentors offer activities that allow for social skills practice such as taking turns,
cooperation, using our words, book and literacy activities that discuss emotions/feelings
or treating others with fairness and compassion.
● schedules at least 25 minutes of physical activity time each day. This includes
indoor/outdoor activities with time for games and group interactions (basketball,
tetherball, four square, kickball, and duck, duck, goose).
● provides a healthy snack each day which meets USDA guidelines.
It is believed that the best practices listed above work in concert and have had a positive effect
on student achievement as measured by the FAST, survey data, and reports of student wellbeing. Further, the stability and consistency of the program and the implementation of best
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practices have resulted in improved attendance. Students are eager to attend the program
offerings, daily activities, and special events.
Pictures
Students from MT South anxiously await the arrival of MT North friends for a playdate reunion
and teachers from MT South enjoyed an opportunity to greet past students attending the MT
North campus.

Physical activity and outdoor time was incorporated into every session of SSA. Outdoor
education included both free play, cooperative learning games, and community involvement
through service projects including weeding and trash collection.
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Steamers full STEAM ahead.
Youth mentors and teacher tutors designed numerous weekly opportunities for science,
technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics activities. The 21CCLC grant afforded many
opportunities for exploring and creating. Students love the opportunity to make and take their
projects home to share those with their families. For the second year, SSA offered “Chess Club”
to any interested students. Although our Chess Club coordinator moved to a different school, the
students’ love for chess did not diminish. New for the 19-20 school year was the addition of
“Coding Club” for all students K-5. This was a nice extension of the types of logical thinking
involved in Chess and opened the door for many conversations about computer science and
related career fields.
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The partnership between SSA and the Bettendorf Public Library is strong. They welcome our
students for field trips and enjoy seeing the children make use of the materials offered through
their facility. Student excitement has led to family reports of increased visits to the library.
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Student, teacher, parent, and stakeholder input
Student, teacher, parent, and stakeholder input Required Elements
Quotes from student, teacher, parent, and stakeholders.
Quotes from partners.
Quotes should be attributed (titles can be used but names only with permission).
Showcase success of the program, especially for student attendance, behavior and
academic success.

Complete?
X
X
X
X

Type or copy and paste student, teacher, parent and stakeholder input here.

Quotes from students:
The program director reported that student focus group feedback included the following words to
describe the program, “fun, educational, kind, happiness, funny, exciting, awesome, helpful,
cool, and happy.” Moreover, 76 students attended 90 or more days during the school year.
Attendance is an effective predictor of whether students enjoyed participating and as we have
indicated previously in this evaluation, enhanced attendance leads to improved student
performance.
Quotes from parents:
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“With all of the big changes this year, it was a consistent and stable place for my daughter. She
felt cared for and safe. It was a positive learning environment. As a parent, I felt very
comfortable knowing that she was in a good environment which allowed me to focus on my own
work.” -Mother of Kindergarten Student
“The consistency of having a safe place for before and after school care in a year filled with so
many changes was important for the boys. The activities and enrichment were so beneficial.
They made strong personal connections with the youth mentors and enjoyed coming each day.” Mother of a 4th and 1st Grade Student
“Our family appreciates the before and after school programming that SSA provides. My
children have developed important friendships with other children and enjoy the extra attention
they have received from the adults who assist them.“ -Parent of a 4th Grade Student
Quotes from teachers:
“The SSA staff was instrumental in helping my students keep up with their school work. We
were able to communicate with them frequently and they supported their work using Lexia and
ST Math. I knew I could count on them to mentor them as they work through challenges.” Kindergarten teacher
“The enrichment activities were a big hit with my students. At the end of each day, SSA students
would talk about what they were going to get to do after school. It got to the point where other
students would remark that they told their parents they want to do SSA, too.” -1st grade teacher
Quotes from partners:
“This is a great program for kids. Providing hands-on opportunities for students helps them learn
in an enjoyable way. The Steamer Success Academy allows Mark Twain students to connect
with organizations in the greater community.” -Nick Martinez, YMCA
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6. Sustainability Plans
Sustainability Plans Required Elements
Original plan from grant application summary.
Discuss formal sustainability plan if applicable.
How program will continue without 21st CCLC grant funding.
How partnership contributions will help the program continue (refer to partnership table
from section 3).

Complete?
X
X
X
X

Discuss the level of sustainability over the life of the grant. Explain how partner contributions can
help sustain the program after federal funding ends.

Original plan
To promote sustainability, shareholders should ensure that the program continues to target
children with academic needs, coordinates regularly with the local education agency, hires and
retains certified teachers and other highly-qualified staff, and works closely with schools,
parents, and children. Bettendorf Community School District is committed to sustaining the
Steamer Success Academy, including provision of facilities, curriculum consultation, fiscal
support, and advocacy. Finally, an active Advisory Committee and other shareholders continue
to seek new funding sources to ensure a broad support base, including exploration of local,
regional, state, and national public and private sources. It is anticipated that as evaluations
demonstrate desirable program outcomes for academically disadvantaged children, community
support for sustainability will increase.
Sustainability plan
The evaluation team recommends that the Advisory Committee develop a local sustainability
plan utilizing internal and external resources. They and program supporters should seek
additional commitment and support from individuals, partner organizations, businesses,
community organizations, and grants. Further, funding from the Pat Stoffer “Beyond the Bell”
program should be explored. This would allow afterschool programming at Bettendorf
Community School District elementary schools for one hour per day, two days per week, for a
limited number of 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders.
Continuing without 21st century funding
In addition to 21st Century Community Learning Centers grants, the Steamer Success Academy
should explore sustainability sources including the City of Bettendorf, the Scott County
Riverboat Authority, and United Way. Several community-based organizations already
contribute materials and services to Mark Twain and the Bettendorf Community Schools
Foundation grants have funded innovative learning opportunities such as Learning in Motion
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Ball Chairs and Reading for Excellence Family Literacy Nights. The Steamer Success Academy
should seek to maintain and expand these and other contributions.
Partnership contributions and program continuation
As a member of the Bettendorf Community School District, Mark Twain Elementary School and
the Steamer Success Academy have access to resources provided by various local entities.
Those include; referring families to the Bettendorf Community School District outreach program
housed at the Edison Academy with two social workers who help families plan for living, food,
clothing, transportation, and medical arrangements; the Bettendorf Public Library, and the
Family Museum. This enables equitable services at each school, while meeting individual
student needs. The Mark Twain Elementary School and the Steamer Success Academy also
have access to these resources; the Bettendorf Police and Fire Departments, the Genesis Health
System, and Bethany for Children and Families. The Steamer Success Academy should use these
established relationships to build on systems that are already in place and generate sustainability
for the new before, afterschool, and summer programs. Finally, school district buses will
continue to transport children between the program and their homes.
Contributions helping the program continue:
1.
The Steamer Success Academy will refer families to free or low cost community
resources such as:
2.
Mississippi Bend Area Education Agency and national trainers (Laura Riffel) for PBIS
training;
3.
Bethany for Children and Families for their dental bus and Genesis for COVID 19 and flu
shots;
4.
Therapists from the Vera French Community Mental Health Center who provide on-site
counseling to children and families at Mark Twain Elementary;
5.

Eastern Iowa Tech Community Colleges for Adult Basic Education, ESL, and GED;

6.
Community Action Agency of Eastern Iowa for Early Head Start, Head Start, money
management, and financial assistance.
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7. Summary and Recommendations
Summary and Recommendations Required Elements
Summary of program.
Dissemination of local evaluation.
Recommendations for local objectives.
Recommendations on future plans for change.

Complete?
X
X
X
X

Summary of Program Required Elements
Complete?
Reference introduction section.
X
Showcase successes of the program.
X
Highlight items contributing to program success.
X
Include exemplary contributions from staff, teachers, volunteers and/or partners.
X

Summary of Program
The 2019-2020 Steamer Success Academy grant period began with a challenge during the
summer of 2019, as a new three-section building was under construction on the Mark Twain site,
and the old Mark Twain building was demolished. Additionally, the Bettendorf CSD decided to
close the only one-section building in the district, Thomas Jefferson Elementary, and assigned
the former Jefferson students to Mark Twain.
Due to construction, the Steamer Success Academy summer school for 2019 was moved to Neil
Armstrong Elementary School, with 43 students from both the former Jefferson and Mark Twain
attendance centers attending. During the fall semester of the 2019-2020 school year, students in
grades PreK, K, and 1 attended school in the former Thomas Jefferson building (Mark Twain
South), and students in grades 2-5 were relocated to a former community college building (Mark
Twain North). Ms. Rhonda Nelson, Program Director, collaborated with the principal, faculty,
students, parents, and grant partners to successfully implement the program at both locations.
Success was immediately recognized, as 76 students were able to participate in the Steamer’s
Success Academy before and after school program, 57 students were able to participate in the
summer program, with 57 students from the previous Thomas Jefferson elementary, who had
never before been involved in such a program also invited to participate. All students and staff
transitioned to the beautiful, newly-constructed, three-section Mark Twain Elementary building
on January 6, 2020. For two months, the entire Mark Twain community enjoyed the advantages
of a new three section facility. Then came COVID-19.
The impact of COVID -19 on school attendance and therefore, the opportunity for students to
participate was dramatic. All schools in Iowa were closed, and before and after school program
activities were suspended for the rest of the school year.
The Steamer Success Academy utilized the following strategies to close participating students’
learning gaps:
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1.

Provide students with integrated academic supports before, and after school as well as a
summer school program:

2.

Connect the school with families through communication efforts and:

3.

Expand student learning opportunities.

Highlights of Program success
A notable highlight of the involvement of community partners was that students in the Steamer
Success Academy have collectively developed an intense interest in the STEAM fields of study,
due to the field trips and outreach activities provided by the YMCA, Niabi Zoo, Quad City
Botanical Center, and Putnam Museum. Another highlight was the relationship building
between our students and trusted adults and mentors that has resulted from partnering with the
National Honor Society and the Bettendorf Middle School, the Fire Department and Police
Department, and the Americorps organization.

Literacy Packages and Supply Pick-up
First Book Marketplace was a new partner for 2019-2020. After the school closure, grant funds
were used to purchase a large quantity of books for SSA students. First Book’s Book Bank is
established through donations from publishers. The only thing required was that SSA pay for
shipping costs. Additionally,First Book Marketplace offers high interest titles at a greatly
reduced rate. Through both of these avenues, SSA purchased 10 books and journals for each
student. Also added were fresh pencils and paper for home learning. Recognizing that not all
families have these items at home SSA followed research which has shown that access to print is
important for reading success. SSA staff participated in the distribution of these literacy
packages and also helped with the school supply pick-up. This allowed families and students to
reconnect and check-in with staff.
Items contributing to program success
A key purpose of the Steamer Success Academy program is to address the identified learning
gaps in reading and mathematics through a systemic approach that meets the learning needs of a
disadvantaged and/or poverty student population. The Steamer Success Academy accomplished
these goals through before and after school learning supports as well as a summer school
program that extended student learning time. These defined areas of focus have served the
Academy well over the past four years. Academic performance, work habits, and social skill
development have improved as evidenced by both hard data results and anecdotal observations.
It is believed that part of that improvement is a result of the continuous focus on the same
defined areas over an extended period of time.
Exemplary contributions
Almost 200 students, family members, and friends were in attendance at Mark Twain elementary
school on January 10, 2020 and they experienced an atmosphere of collaboration, collegiality,
literacy, creativity, the arts, activities, and family time. Some of the events included a dance in
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the gym, a book fair, the creation of Mark Twain souvenir buttons, board games, tours of the
new building, and food. SSA staff provided supervision for the event, assisted students with
crafts, helped serve refreshments, and danced with the students. Making this exemplary
contribution successful required collaboration from the program director, the principal,
community members, the PTA, and many other key individuals in planning and delivering a
memorable evening. The dedication to success of that evening was rewarded and served to begin
the story of the new Mark Twain elementary school.

Dissemination of Local Evaluation Required Elements
Exact url where local evaluation is posted (required by US DOE).

Complete?
X

https://mt.bettendorf.k12.ia.us/steamer-success-academy
Discussion of other methods of Dissemination (Board reports, community meetings,
person to person, e-mail, etc.)

X

Dissemination of Local Evaluation.
In addition to the URL which provides access to the Steamer Success Academy evaluation,
anecdotal discussions with parents and community members, and a presentation to the
Bettendorf School Board of Directors, the Steamer Success Academy created a student, parent
and school staff communication loop that supported improved student success. At each of the
events listed, information about the success of the program was discussed.
Unpack Your Backpack
On August 21, 2019, all Mark Twain parents and students were invited to attend an “Unpack
Your Backpack”night at both Mark Twain North and South locations. Steamer Success
Academy staff assisted with building tours and oriented participants to the new procedures for
programming at each of the locations, and discussion of program success. Approximately 300
families attended this event.
District Family Math Night
Steamer Success Academy students, siblings, and parents participated in the District Family
Math Night on October 1, 2019, which was held at Grant Wood Elementary School. The
Steamer Success Academy director and youth mentors and the Mark Twain principal discussed
the success of the Academy and assisted with the programming by conducting math games,
reading math stories, and helping with math-related crafts during the evening. At least 37 Mark
Twain individuals were present at this event.
Hop Into the New Year
A joyous atmosphere was obvious at the first official event at the new Mark Twain Elementary
building on January 10, 2020, when the Steamer Success Academy partnered with the Mark
Twain PTA to host a “Hop Into the New Year” party. All students and families were invited to
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attend, and there were many activities that promoted collegialism, literacy, creativity, the arts,
and family time. Some of the events included a dance in the gym, a book fair, the creation of
Mark Twain souvenir buttons, board games, and tours of the building. SSA staff discussed the
success of the academy and provided supervision for the event, assisted students with crafts,
helped serve refreshments, and danced with the students. Almost 200 students, family members,
and friends were in attendance.
Literacy Packages and Supply Pick-up
First Book Marketplace was a new partner for 2019-2020. After our school closure, we used
grant funds to purchase a large quantity of books for our SSA students. First Book’s Book Bank
is established through donations from publishers. The only thing required is that we pay for
shipping costs. Additionally, they offer high interest titles at a greatly reduced rate. Through both
of these avenues, we were able to purchase 10 books and journals for each student. We also
added fresh pencils and paper for home learning. We recognize that not all families have these
items at home and research has shown that access to print is important for reading success.
SSA staff participated in the distribution of these literacy packages and also helped with the
school supply pick-up. This allowed families and students to reconnect and check-in with staff.
Fall 2020 Literacy Packages
COVID-19’s impact on spring programming meant that we were left with unspent funds at the
end of the programming year. SSA was allowed to carryover those funds for a period of time,
resulting in the ability to purchase additional books for another home literacy care pack. A
partnership with First Book connected SSA with a donor that contributed over $1,000 of
Pokemon Cards and plush characters. Although Mark Twain students have been without the SSA
program during the 2020-2021 school year, this was a great opportunity to connect with families
and students with books and care packages for home use.
Moreover, the program director had informal communication with all stakeholders, collaborating
with classroom teachers, parents, and grant partners using Newsletters, Participant Information
Nights, Literacy Nights, and Family Feedback Sessions. And, once completed the evaluation
will be presented to the School Board and placed on the Mark Twain and school website
https://mt.bettendorf.k12.ia.us/steamer-success-academy.

Recommendations for Local Objectives Required Elements
Objectives to be changed and reasons why.
Objectives to be added.
Include objectives not met.
Include objectives not measured.

Complete?
X
X
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Remember to include an evaluator discussion on how the program met or did not meet the local
objectives

Recommendations for Local Objectives
Objectives to be changed and reasons
There are no major changes to the objectives and supporting goals. These defined areas have
served the Academy well over the past four years. Academic performance, work habits, and
social skill development have improved as evidenced by both hard data results and anecdotal
observations. It is believed that part of that improvement is a result of the continuous focus on
the same defined areas over an extended period of time.
Recommendations on Future Plans for Change
While this is the final year of the current Steamers Success Academy grant authorization, the
Academy has applied for a grant for the 2021-2022 year. For the new grant if funded, it is
recommended that:
1. A system to be adopted to enhance student, parent, and school staff communication
providing more clarity to the significant role of advisory committee members.
2. The systematic data gathering, tabulation, and analyses are refined, resulting in
improved program decision-making and clearer communication with parents, contributing to
expanded student success.
The intent is for more efficient and timely data collection and reporting in all goal areas. The
changes are also important because greater involvement by the Advisory Board and
communication with all stakeholders will result in a program that is not only continuing to
improve by helping students and their families, but also increasing the base of support for
sustaining the program well into the future.

Recommendations on Future Plans for Changing Required Elements Complete?
Changes in activities.
X
Changes in recruitment efforts.
X
Changes in partnerships.
X
Changes for sustainability plans.
X
Other changes as suggested by governing body.
X

Remember to include an evaluator discuss of what can be done to improve the program
UNEXPECTED DATA (Unusual circumstances that occurred during the past school year- Flood, Tornado,
Storm, Pandemic or other) Explain how this affected the program and how you responded to continue
to serve children. What new procedures did you introduce? How did the Staff, Students and Parents
respond? You may include pictures to help illustrate the challenges faced because of natural disaster.
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Two sets of circumstances dramatically impacted the delivery of the Steamers Success Academy
during the 2019-20 school year. The COVID 19 pandemic and the closing of the single section
Thomas Jefferson elementary and the demolition of the Mark Twain elementary building with
the construction of a new three section Mark Twain elementary on the same physical location.
1. The closure of Thomas Jefferson and demolition of Mark Twain Elementary
The 2019-2020 grant period began with a challenge during the summer of 2019, as a new threesection building was under construction on the Mark Twain site, and the old Mark Twain
building was demolished. Additionally, the Bettendorf CSD decided to close the only onesection building in the district, Thomas Jefferson Elementary, and assigned the former Jefferson
students to Mark Twain.
2. Construction
Due to construction, the Steamer Success Academy summer school for 2019 was moved to Neil
Armstrong Elementary School, with students from both the former Jefferson and Mark Twain
attendance centers attending. During the fall semester of the 2019-2020 school year, students in
grades PreK, K, and 1 attended school in the former Thomas Jefferson building (Mark Twain
South), and students in grades 2-5 were relocated to a former community college building (Mark
Twain North). Ms. Rhonda Nelson, Program Director, collaborated with the principal, faculty,
students, parents, and grant partners to successfully implement the program at both locations.
Success was immediately recognized, as 76 students were able to participate in the Steamer’s
Success Academy before and after school program, 57 students were able to participate in the
summer program, with 57 students from the previous Thomas Jefferson elementary, who had
never before been involved in such a program also invited to participate. All students and staff
transitioned to the beautiful, newly-constructed, three-section Mark Twain Elementary building
on January 6, 2020. For two months, the entire Mark Twain community enjoyed the advantages
of a new three section facility.
3. Covid 19
From March 16, 2020 to August 2020, the district was closed. The before and after school
program as well as the summer school program did not operate. Steamers Success Academy staff
reached out personally to groups of students via email, Facebook, and regular mail, maintaining
a personal connection with SSA staff while the pandemic prevented in-person programming.
One specific example of this was staff members filming birthday video messages for one of our
SSA students utilizing the tech tool Flipgrid. Additionally, it was important that families knew of
the various programs available to help during the school closure. Meals were provided to
families free of cost, school learning packets were printed for families with limited Internet
availability, and school devices were available for home use The Steamer Success Academy also
provided SSA students with literacy care packs filled with high interest books, pencils,
notebooks, lined paper, and snacks.
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Appendix A
Twenty-Second ANNUAL Performance Report (APR)
Teacher Survey (2019-2020)
The “Teacher Survey” is designed to collect information about changes in a particular student’s
behavior during the school year. Please select only one response for each of the questions asked
in the table below. Please note that survey response options are divided into two primary groups:
(1) Did Not Need to Improve, which suggests that the student had already obtained an acceptable
level of functioning and no improvement was needed during the course of the school year; and
(2) Acceptable Level of Functioning Not Demonstrated Early in School Year–Improvement
Warranted, which suggests that the student was not functioning at a desirable level of
performance on the behavior being described.
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